SPECIFICATIONS

Product Description: LID LIFTER, COMPACT MANHOLE
Part Number: 9401-35
Style: MAGNET

GENERAL DESCRIPTION:
The toughest manhole covers are easy to move with this lightweight, one-piece compact magnetic lid lifter.

FEATURES:
Lid Lifter
- Durable aluminum handle and base
- Rubber grips on handles for easier handling
- Impaction protection guards around the magnets
- Storage tray for mobility during transportation
- Emergency orange color
- Weight: 14 lbs (6.35 kg)
- Shell Guard Dimensions: 13” (33.0 cm) X 8” (20.3 cm)
- Height: 34” (86.36 cm)

Magnets
- Made from rare neodymium that doesn’t wear out
- 3 used: 3.5” (8.89 cm) X 2” (5.08 cm)
- 500 lbs lifting capacity
- Weight: 12 lbs (26.46 kg)